FIREPLACE MEDIA
Every Flare fireplace can be set up with approved glass, stone, or wood media. Quantities are determined by
the size of the fireplace and type of media chosen within that fireplace. Mixing of media types (i.e., glass and
stones together) is acceptable if the quantities are adjusted to prevent overwhelming the burner and gas flow.
To achieve a balance between the ideal appearance and operation the following guidelines have been set to
create an optimum overall presentation. Stepping outside of these recommendations will lead to excess
sooting, uneven gas flow, and degraded flame presentation.

IMPORTANT FOR ALL MEDIA TYPES
-

Maintain a 1” clearance on all sides of the pilot cover to prevent continuity issues with ignition.
Avoid installing media in quantities that exceed the recommendations on the media calculation guide.
Do not use media to block or cover burner ports.
Keep all media within the fireplace burner tray.
Do not place media between inner glass and external safety barrier.
Media cannot be smaller than ¼”

GLASS MEDIA PLACEMENT GUIDE

All glass media used must be no smaller than ¼” to prevent clogging burner ports. Please also only use a thin
single layer of glass when covering your burner tray, making sure to maintain the 1” clearance to all sides of
your pilot cover. Do not place glass media outside of your fireplace burner tray or between the safety barriers.

GLASS MEDIA PLACEMENT EXAMPLE

PILOT
NO MEDIA ZONE

STONE MEDIA PLACEMENT GUIDE

All stone media must be within your burner tray, making sure to avoid the burner ports and maintain clearances
to the pilot cover. It is recommended to use a single layer of stones to avoid impacting the flow of gas and
excess sooting. If you must stack the stones, then only stack two high in front of or behind the burner ports. Do
not place stone media between your safety barriers.

STONE MEDIA PLACEMENT GUIDE

PILOT
NO MEDIA ZONE

LOG MEDIA PLACEMENT GUIDE

All log media must be within your burner tray, making sure to avoid the burner ports and maintain clearances to
the pilot cover. It is recommended that you do not arch or lay your logs over the burner ports to avoid excess
sooting and discoloration. If you must stack your logs, it must be in front of or behind the burner ports. Do not
place logs between your safety barriers.

LOG MEDIA PLACEMENT EXAMPLE
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